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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• What do you think people What do you think people meanmean
when they refer to one or more of when they refer to one or more of 
the following?the following?
–– ““Christian social workChristian social work”” or . . .or . . .
–– ““Christian social work practiceChristian social work practice”” or . . .or . . .
–– ““Integrating Christian faith and social Integrating Christian faith and social 

work practice?work practice?”” or . . . or . . . 

•• What do you mean by any of these What do you mean by any of these 
terms?terms?
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• II’’ve heard these terms used in a ve heard these terms used in a 
number of different ways . . .number of different ways . . .

–– For the first part of this workshop, IFor the first part of this workshop, I’’d d 
like to share with you a taxonomy Ilike to share with you a taxonomy I’’ve ve 
been working on that outlines 8 been working on that outlines 8 
different ways that Idifferent ways that I’’ve heard these ve heard these 
terms used terms used –– that is, 8 models for that is, 8 models for 
integrating Christian faith and social integrating Christian faith and social 
work practicework practice
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

1.1. Latent Integration ModelLatent Integration Model --
Christian social work practice is Christian social work practice is 
anyany social work practice that is social work practice that is 
conducted by a Christian . . .conducted by a Christian . . .

–– . . . even if the social worker is not . . . even if the social worker is not 
consciouslyconsciously or or explicitlyexplicitly or or 
intentionallyintentionally attempting to relate her attempting to relate her 
Christian faith to her practice . . .Christian faith to her practice . . .

–– . . . Yet somehow, the person. . . Yet somehow, the person’’s faith s faith 
still finds a way to still finds a way to ““seep throughseep through””
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• Adaptation of C.S. Lewis on the Adaptation of C.S. Lewis on the 
topic of Christian literature . . .topic of Christian literature . . .
–– What we want in not more little What we want in not more little 

books about Christianity, but more books about Christianity, but more 
little books by Christians on other little books by Christians on other 
subjects subjects –– with their Christianity with their Christianity 
latentlatent (C.S. Lewis, (C.S. Lewis, ““Christian Christian 
Apologetics,Apologetics,”” in in God in the Dock God in the Dock 
[194], 93)[194], 93)
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• Applied to Christian social work?Applied to Christian social work?
–– Christian literature (Christian social Christian literature (Christian social 

work) can exist only in the same sense in work) can exist only in the same sense in 
which Christian cookery might existwhich Christian cookery might exist

•• It would be possible, and it might be edifying, It would be possible, and it might be edifying, 
to write a Christian cookery book . . .to write a Christian cookery book . . .

–– Such a book would exclude dishes whose Such a book would exclude dishes whose 
preparation involves unnecessary human labor preparation involves unnecessary human labor 
or animal suffering or animal suffering -- that is to say, its that is to say, its choicechoice of of 
dishes would be Christian. dishes would be Christian. 

–– But there could be nothing specifically Christian But there could be nothing specifically Christian 
about the actual cooking of the dishes included about the actual cooking of the dishes included 
-- boiling an egg is the same process whether boiling an egg is the same process whether 
you are a Christian or notyou are a Christian or not
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• In the same way, Christian literature In the same way, Christian literature 
(Christian social work practice) would (Christian social work practice) would 
have to avoid dishonesty, cruelty, have to avoid dishonesty, cruelty, 
blasphemy (ethical lapses, belittling the blasphemy (ethical lapses, belittling the 
faith of their clients) and the like . . .faith of their clients) and the like . . .
–– But whatever Christian literature But whatever Christian literature 

(Christian social work) chose to do would (Christian social work) chose to do would 
have to be done by means common to all have to be done by means common to all 
(social workers)(social workers)
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• As such, Christian literature (Christian As such, Christian literature (Christian 
social work) could succeed or fail only by social work) could succeed or fail only by 
the same excellences and the same the same excellences and the same 
faults as all literature (all social work) . . .faults as all literature (all social work) . . .
–– The success or failure of Christian The success or failure of Christian 

literature (Christian social work) would literature (Christian social work) would 
never be the same thing as its obedience never be the same thing as its obedience 
or disobedience to Christian principlesor disobedience to Christian principles
•• (C.S. Lewis, 1967, (C.S. Lewis, 1967, ““Christianity and Christianity and 

LiteratureLiterature”” in in Christian Reflections by Christian Reflections by 
Eerdmans), pp. 1Eerdmans), pp. 1--22
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

2. 2. Christian Auspices ModelChristian Auspices Model --
Christian social work is social work Christian social work is social work 
practice that is conducted in a practice that is conducted in a 
church, or a Christian agency or church, or a Christian agency or 
institutioninstitution . . .. . .
–– Distinctive of Christian social Distinctive of Christian social 

work is the environment in which work is the environment in which 
it is conducted . . .it is conducted . . .

•• Christian social work is practice done Christian social work is practice done 
by The Salvation Army, Catholic by The Salvation Army, Catholic 
Charities, etc.Charities, etc.
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

3. 3. Motivation or Calling ModelMotivation or Calling Model --
Christian social work is social Christian social work is social 
work practice that is motivated or work practice that is motivated or 
sustained by onesustained by one’’s Christian faiths Christian faith

•• Focus is how oneFocus is how one’’s Christian faith s Christian faith 
provides, confirms, clarifies, supports, provides, confirms, clarifies, supports, 
or nurtures oneor nurtures one’’s motivation s motivation 
(sustenance) for being a social worker, (sustenance) for being a social worker, 
even (especially) during the most even (especially) during the most 
stressful and challenging of timesstressful and challenging of times
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

–– Focuses on the belief of many Focuses on the belief of many 
Christians in social work that they Christians in social work that they 
are called to their vocation of are called to their vocation of 
social worksocial work
•• Christian social work here is viewed Christian social work here is viewed 

as a biblical call to justice and/or to as a biblical call to justice and/or to 
meet the needs of the meet the needs of the ““orphan and orphan and 
widowwidow”” in societyin society

–– Christian faith helps give social Christian faith helps give social 
workers the ability to cope workers the ability to cope 
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

–– Christians in social work often are Christians in social work often are 
motivated to serve/care for others motivated to serve/care for others 
as a heartfelt response to their as a heartfelt response to their 
belief that God first served/cared belief that God first served/cared 
for them (I John)for them (I John)

–– Christian social work practice is Christian social work practice is 
characterized by an orientation characterized by an orientation 
toward God toward God –– seeking to serve and seeking to serve and 
honor, bring glory to God through honor, bring glory to God through 
this servicethis service
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

4. 4. Excellence Integration ModelExcellence Integration Model --
Christian social work is social Christian social work is social 
work practice characterized by a work practice characterized by a 
commitment to striving for the commitment to striving for the 
highest standards of highest standards of 
quality/excellence quality/excellence 

•• Ultimate goal is GodUltimate goal is God’’s approval, not s approval, not 
merely the professionmerely the profession’’s approvals approval

•• ““Whatever your hand finds to do, do it Whatever your hand finds to do, do it 
with all your mightwith all your might”” (Colossians 3:17)(Colossians 3:17)

•• Focus on striving for the highest possible Focus on striving for the highest possible 
ethical standards in oneethical standards in one’’s works work
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

5. 5. Christian Virtues and ServiceChristian Virtues and Service
Model Model -- Christian social work is Christian social work is 
social work practice which social work practice which 
manifests/embodies recognizable manifests/embodies recognizable 
Christian virtues Christian virtues 

•• Focus here is not primarily on the Focus here is not primarily on the 
application of Christian beliefs and application of Christian beliefs and 
ideas to oneideas to one’’s work, but rather on who s work, but rather on who 
the social worker is (and is becoming) the social worker is (and is becoming) 
and how that influences her social and how that influences her social 
work practicework practice
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• In the Mennonite tradition, for example, In the Mennonite tradition, for example, 
there is often less of a great concern for there is often less of a great concern for 
doctrinal or intellectual integration, doctrinal or intellectual integration, 
than for than for ““loving witness through loving witness through 
serviceservice””

•• Focus here is on the development of the Focus here is on the development of the 
Christian virtues (faith, hope, and love, Christian virtues (faith, hope, and love, 
for example) in the life of the social for example) in the life of the social 
worker, virtues which reflect the worker, virtues which reflect the 
compassion of Christ as we do our work compassion of Christ as we do our work 
in the worldin the world
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

6: 6: Spiritual Growth ModelSpiritual Growth Model -- Christian Christian 
social work is social work practice social work is social work practice 
conducted with an intentional focus conducted with an intentional focus 
on supporting the Christian (or more on supporting the Christian (or more 
broadly, spiritual) growth and broadly, spiritual) growth and 
development of onedevelopment of one’’s clients, s clients, 
whether individuals, groups, or whether individuals, groups, or 
communitiescommunities
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• The focus here is on supporting The focus here is on supporting 
healthy, spiritual and religious healthy, spiritual and religious 
growth of our clients (growth of our clients (““clientsclients”” could could 
be at the level of individuals, groups, be at the level of individuals, groups, 
or communities), generally in ways or communities), generally in ways 
consistent with professional ethics consistent with professional ethics 
–– For some, this has meant social work For some, this has meant social work 

conducted with the goal of evangelism in conducted with the goal of evangelism in 
mind, which as given rise to some mind, which as given rise to some 
potential ethical concerns potential ethical concerns 
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

7: 7: Filtering Role Model of Integration Filtering Role Model of Integration --
Christian social work is social work Christian social work is social work 
practice characterized by the practice characterized by the 
intentional use of core Christian intentional use of core Christian 
beliefs and values as a filter to help beliefs and values as a filter to help 
sort out the types of social work sort out the types of social work 
theories and interventions one is theories and interventions one is 
willing to embrace and use in her willing to embrace and use in her 
workwork
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• Focus here is on the use of Christian Focus here is on the use of Christian 
beliefs and values to help the beliefs and values to help the 
Christian in social work to Christian in social work to choose choose 
from amongfrom among available options . . .available options . . .
–– . . . that is, options with regard to . . . that is, options with regard to 

prevailing social work theories, prevailing social work theories, 
priorities, goals, interventions, etc. that priorities, goals, interventions, etc. that 
are are congruentcongruent with the Christian faithwith the Christian faith
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

8:8: Generative Integration ModelGenerative Integration Model --
Christian social work is social Christian social work is social 
work practice characterized by work practice characterized by 
the intentional use of core the intentional use of core 
Christian beliefs and values to Christian beliefs and values to 
inform, shape, and contribute to inform, shape, and contribute to 
her priorities, goals, her priorities, goals, 
understanding of root causes, understanding of root causes, 
and/or interventions in her workand/or interventions in her work
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

The focus here is on helping the The focus here is on helping the 
Christian Christian generategenerate possible possible 
options options -- that is, options with that is, options with 
regard to social work theories, regard to social work theories, 
priorities, goals, interventions, priorities, goals, interventions, 
etc.) that are based (at least etc.) that are based (at least 
partly) on core Christian beliefs partly) on core Christian beliefs 
and valuesand values
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• For example, adapting C.S. For example, adapting C.S. 
Lewis (who originally was Lewis (who originally was 
writing about economists and writing about economists and 
statesmen)statesmen)

•• Some Christians Some Christians —— those who happen those who happen 
to have the right talents to have the right talents —— should be should be 
social workers, and that their whole social workers, and that their whole 
efforts in social work should be efforts in social work should be 
directed to putting directed to putting ““Do as you would Do as you would 
be done bybe done by”” into action into action 
–– ““Social MoralitySocial Morality”” in in Mere ChristianityMere Christianity
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

Said another way . . .Said another way . . .
–– Its social work practice that is shaped Its social work practice that is shaped 

and informed by core Christian beliefs and informed by core Christian beliefs 
and values when determining . . .and values when determining . . .

•• theories explaining human behavior, theories explaining human behavior, 
growth and developmentgrowth and development

•• root causes of the issue/social problem root causes of the issue/social problem 
affecting oneaffecting one’’s clientss clients

•• practice goals/desired outcomes for practice goals/desired outcomes for 
oneone’’s clientss clients

•• the strategies or interventions employed the strategies or interventions employed 
in onein one’’s work s work 
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• So what can be said about So what can be said about 
attempting to define Christian social attempting to define Christian social 
work?work?

1.1. Clearly, there are a multiplicity of ways Clearly, there are a multiplicity of ways 
to define Christian social work, as well to define Christian social work, as well 
as how personsas how persons’’ Christian faith Christian faith 
potentially relates to their social work potentially relates to their social work 
practicepractice
–– No one size fits all!No one size fits all!

2.2. These eight models described above are These eight models described above are 
by no means mutually exclusive. One can by no means mutually exclusive. One can 
without threat of inconsistency affirm without threat of inconsistency affirm 
the validity of more than one approachthe validity of more than one approach
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Meaning of Christian Social WorkMeaning of Christian Social Work

•• Having been fairly overviewish up to Having been fairly overviewish up to 
this point, letthis point, let’’s pick one of these 8 s pick one of these 8 
models and dig a little deepermodels and dig a little deeper

–– But which one?But which one?
•• Which would you be interested in hearing Which would you be interested in hearing 

more about?more about?

•• All 8 of them deserve more careful All 8 of them deserve more careful 
scrutinyscrutiny

–– But IBut I’’ve only written a paper on one of ve only written a paper on one of 
them (#7): so guess which one wethem (#7): so guess which one we’’re re 
going to focus in on?!going to focus in on?!



Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration

•• Focus of remainder of this Focus of remainder of this 
workshop will be on unpacking a workshop will be on unpacking a 
variation on #7 variation on #7 –– the filtering the filtering 
role model of integrationrole model of integration

•• The concern of this model of The concern of this model of 
integration is to answer this integration is to answer this 
question . . .question . . .

26



•• How can social workers tap the How can social workers tap the 
resources of their Christian faith to resources of their Christian faith to 
energize and meaningfully inform energize and meaningfully inform 
their work . . . their work . . . 

•• . . . and at the same time retain a . . . and at the same time retain a 
healthy respect for the integrity and healthy respect for the integrity and 
value of the knowledge base and value of the knowledge base and 
practice wisdom that has been practice wisdom that has been 
developed by the social work developed by the social work 
profession over the years?profession over the years? 27

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• The The Filtering Role Model of Filtering Role Model of 
Integration Integration has been adapted has been adapted 
from the work of Christian from the work of Christian 
philosopher  Nicholas philosopher  Nicholas 
Wolterstorff Wolterstorff -- Reason within the Reason within the 
Bounds of Religion Bounds of Religion (1984) . . .(1984) . . .
–– So be warned: there will be a So be warned: there will be a 

healthy does of philosophy healthy does of philosophy 
immediately ahead immediately ahead –– hang in there!hang in there!

28

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• This This Filtering Role Model of Filtering Role Model of 
Integration Integration focuses on the focuses on the 
pivotal role of core Christian pivotal role of core Christian 
beliefs and values . . .beliefs and values . . .
–– . . . and the way they act primarily . . . and the way they act primarily 

as filters as filters in the integration in the integration 
process, helping us sort out the process, helping us sort out the 
types of claims and theories one is types of claims and theories one is 
willing to embrace and use in her willing to embrace and use in her 
workwork

29

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• The gist of this approach goes The gist of this approach goes 
something like this . . .something like this . . .
–– As social workers, we are called As social workers, we are called 

upon to evaluate a variety of upon to evaluate a variety of 
claims every day . . .claims every day . . .
•• . . . from relatively small, mundane . . . from relatively small, mundane 

statements of fact, to large, statements of fact, to large, 
substantive theories and substantive theories and 
philosophical suppositionsphilosophical suppositions

30

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• For example, letFor example, let’’s look at an s look at an 
article from article from Social Work Social Work that I that I 
had to read for my doctoral had to read for my doctoral 
comps:comps:
–– ““Mental Illness Stigma: Problem of Mental Illness Stigma: Problem of 

Public Health or Social JusticePublic Health or Social Justice””
(Corrigan, Watson, Byrne, & David, (Corrigan, Watson, Byrne, & David, 
2005)2005)

31

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• This article makes a variety of This article makes a variety of 
claims within its pages, claims within its pages, 
including:  including:  
1. Stigma harms people with mental 1. Stigma harms people with mental 

illness illness 
2. All people (including people with 2. All people (including people with 

mental illness) are fundamentally mental illness) are fundamentally 
equal and share the right to equal and share the right to 
respect and dignity respect and dignity 

32

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• How do social workers typically How do social workers typically 
evaluate such claims?evaluate such claims?
–– Typically they weigh them against Typically they weigh them against 

beliefs & values they already hold, beliefs & values they already hold, 
including . . .including . . .
a.a. Data beliefs: based primarily on oneData beliefs: based primarily on one’’s s 

immediate experience, observation, immediate experience, observation, 
and/or empirical investigationand/or empirical investigation

b.b. Control beliefs:  Control beliefs:  ““beliefs as to what beliefs as to what 
constitutes an acceptable sortconstitutes an acceptable sort of of 
<claim> . . . on the matter under <claim> . . . on the matter under 
considerationconsideration”” (Wolterstorff, 1984, p. 63)(Wolterstorff, 1984, p. 63)

33

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• LetLet’’s go back to the first claim: that s go back to the first claim: that 
““stigma harms people with mental stigma harms people with mental 
illnessillness””
–– What might be an example of a data What might be an example of a data 

belief one might use to evaluate the belief one might use to evaluate the 
validity of this claim?validity of this claim?
•• A social worker might have observed A social worker might have observed 

firsthand (data belief) that landlords and firsthand (data belief) that landlords and 
employers often summarily dismiss her employers often summarily dismiss her 
clientsclients’’ applications for apartments or applications for apartments or 
jobs as soon as they become aware that jobs as soon as they become aware that 
her clients are persons with a mental her clients are persons with a mental 
illness illness 34

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• For claims like this For claims like this –– that that 
““stigma harms people with stigma harms people with 
mental illnessmental illness”” . . .. . .
–– . . . data beliefs based on our . . . data beliefs based on our 

immediate experienceimmediate experience, , 
observationobservation, and/or , and/or empirical empirical 
investigationinvestigation are often most useful are often most useful 
in helping a person decide whether in helping a person decide whether 
or not to embrace such claimsor not to embrace such claims

35

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• There are other claims, There are other claims, 
however, for which beliefs however, for which beliefs 
based on our immediate based on our immediate 
experience and/or empirical experience and/or empirical 
investigation are not likely to be investigation are not likely to be 
as decisive . . .as decisive . . .
–– What would be some examples of What would be some examples of 

such claims?such claims?

36
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1.1. Broad philosophical or metaphysical Broad philosophical or metaphysical 
claims (like claims (like ““God existsGod exists”” or or ““that that 
persons have free willpersons have free will””))

2.2. Value claims (like Value claims (like ““society should society should 
ensure that all persons regardless of ensure that all persons regardless of 
race, age, or gender, etc. have race, age, or gender, etc. have 
access to adequate housing and access to adequate housing and 
health carehealth care””))

37

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



3. Claims of major theories (like 3. Claims of major theories (like 
““BanduraBandura’’s concept of reciprocal s concept of reciprocal 
determinism is a more complete determinism is a more complete 
explanation of human behavior than explanation of human behavior than 
SkinnerSkinner’’s concept of operant s concept of operant 
conditioningconditioning””) ) 

38
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•• The claim that The claim that ““all people, all people, 
including people with mental including people with mental 
illness, are fundamentally equal illness, are fundamentally equal 
and share the right to respect and and share the right to respect and 
dignitydignity”” appears to be such a appears to be such a 
claim . . . claim . . . 
–– . . . Although data beliefs are not . . . Although data beliefs are not 

irrelevant when evaluating such irrelevant when evaluating such 
claims, there are other considerations claims, there are other considerations 
that play an even more critical role that play an even more critical role 
here here –– ““control beliefscontrol beliefs”” 39

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
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•• For these types of claims, For these types of claims, 
““controls beliefscontrols beliefs”” seem to be seem to be 
much more important for much more important for 
evaluating the credibility of evaluating the credibility of 
these claimsthese claims

40
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•• So just what are control beliefs?So just what are control beliefs?
–– Deeply held beliefs that lead us to Deeply held beliefs that lead us to 

either:either:
•• Reject certain Reject certain typestypes of claims (because of claims (because 

they contradict or at least do not comport they contradict or at least do not comport 
well with these control beliefs)well with these control beliefs)

OROR

•• Support (or develop) other types of claims Support (or develop) other types of claims 
that do comport well with these control that do comport well with these control 
beliefs beliefs 

41

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
of Integrationof Integration



•• In this way, our core beliefs In this way, our core beliefs --
and I would add core values and I would add core values 
here as wellhere as well -- act as filters that act as filters that 
lead us to reject or predispose lead us to reject or predispose 
us to support certain types of us to support certain types of 
claims that are in front of usclaims that are in front of us

42

Filtering Role Model Filtering Role Model 
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•• Wolterstorff argues that the Wolterstorff argues that the 
core religious beliefs (and core religious beliefs (and 
values) of Christians can, do, values) of Christians can, do, 
and should function as filters in and should function as filters in 
this way . . .this way . . .
–– . . . just as the core religious (and . . . just as the core religious (and 

nonnon--religious) beliefs and values religious) beliefs and values 
unavoidably do for all personsunavoidably do for all persons

43
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•• Okay, the philosophy section of this Okay, the philosophy section of this 
presentation is officially over: you presentation is officially over: you 
can breathe a sigh of relief!can breathe a sigh of relief!
–– LetLet’’s try to get a bit more concrete: what s try to get a bit more concrete: what 

does it mean to say that core religious does it mean to say that core religious 
beliefs and values can, do, and should beliefs and values can, do, and should 
act as filters leading Christians in social act as filters leading Christians in social 
work to reject or support certain work to reject or support certain typestypes of of 
claims they come across in their work as claims they come across in their work as 
social workers?social workers?

44
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•• LetLet’’s take an example s take an example –– here are here are 
the facts . . .the facts . . .
–– Jane (social worker) has been Jane (social worker) has been 

recently transferred to an recently transferred to an 
interdisciplinary team in a hospitalinterdisciplinary team in a hospital

–– TeamTeam’’s client is Joe, a person with s client is Joe, a person with 
a serious bipolar disorder, who is a serious bipolar disorder, who is 
in desperate need of a kidney in desperate need of a kidney 
transplanttransplant

45
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•• The hospital doctors have determined The hospital doctors have determined 
that Joe will not likely live for more that Joe will not likely live for more 
than 6than 6--9 months without a new kidney9 months without a new kidney

•• Per hospital policy (in compliance with Per hospital policy (in compliance with 
state law), persons may be excluded state law), persons may be excluded 
from consideration for the hospitalfrom consideration for the hospital’’s s 
kidney transplant waiting list kidney transplant waiting list –– or or 
receive a downgraded priority status receive a downgraded priority status ––
if they have a mental illness if they have a mental illness 

46
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•• Joe meets all of the other criteria for a Joe meets all of the other criteria for a 
priority place on the waiting listpriority place on the waiting list

•• The number of persons needing kidney The number of persons needing kidney 
transplants in the community is transplants in the community is 
extremely large (some of Janeextremely large (some of Jane’’s other s other 
clients)clients)

•• JoeJoe’’s interdisciplinary team has s interdisciplinary team has 
requested that Joe be given a priority requested that Joe be given a priority 
place on the waiting list in light of his place on the waiting list in light of his 
serious medical condition serious medical condition 47
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•• Jane knows that advocating Jane knows that advocating 
strenuously for Joe might have strenuously for Joe might have 
implications for some of her other implications for some of her other 
clients clients –– clients who donclients who don’’t have a t have a 
mental illnessmental illness

•• JaneJane’’s dilemma: should she advocate s dilemma: should she advocate 
strenuously for Joe? Why or why not?strenuously for Joe? Why or why not?

48
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•• There are two broad, competing There are two broad, competing 
claims vying for Janeclaims vying for Jane’’s acceptance s acceptance 
1.1. All people, including people with mental All people, including people with mental 

illness, are fundamentally equal and share illness, are fundamentally equal and share 
the same right to respect and dignitythe same right to respect and dignity

2.2. The worth of human life The worth of human life variesvaries depending depending 
on a personon a person’’s life circumstances s life circumstances 

•• As an example of this latter claim, Peter As an example of this latter claim, Peter 
Singer, a philosopher at Princeton,  for Singer, a philosopher at Princeton,  for 
example, has argued that all persons are example, has argued that all persons are 
not in fact equal (Singer, 1993) . . .not in fact equal (Singer, 1993) . . .
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•• According to Singer, we should According to Singer, we should 
view and treat persons: view and treat persons: 
–– ““. . . in accordance with their ethically . . . in accordance with their ethically 

relevant characteristics . . . <including> relevant characteristics . . . <including> 
consciousness, the capacity for physical, consciousness, the capacity for physical, 
social and mental interaction with other social and mental interaction with other 
beings, having conscious preferences for beings, having conscious preferences for 
continued life, and having enjoyable continued life, and having enjoyable 
experiences. . . . All of these things make a experiences. . . . All of these things make a 
difference to the regard and respect we difference to the regard and respect we 
should have for a beingshould have for a being”” (1995, p. 191).(1995, p. 191).
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•• So hereSo here’’s our question: how might s our question: how might 
Jane go about deciding which of Jane go about deciding which of 
these two claims to embrace . . .these two claims to embrace . . .
–– . . . knowing that this decision will . . . knowing that this decision will 

have a significant impact on how she have a significant impact on how she 
understands and acts with regard to understands and acts with regard to 
JoeJoe’’s situation?s situation?
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•• These competing claims can be These competing claims can be 
described as broadly philosophical described as broadly philosophical 
and/or valueand/or value--based in naturebased in nature
–– As a result, it is not likely that As a result, it is not likely that 

factualfactual beliefs based on Janebeliefs based on Jane’’s s 
immediate experience and/or immediate experience and/or 
empirical investigation will be empirical investigation will be 
decisive for her . . .decisive for her . . .
•• Facts attempt to describe Facts attempt to describe what iswhat is
•• Values/morals attempt to argue what Values/morals attempt to argue what 

should/ought to should/ought to bebe
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•• When weighing claims of When weighing claims of thisthis sort, sort, 
persons tend to draw upon their core persons tend to draw upon their core 
beliefs and values to help them decide beliefs and values to help them decide 
what would be an acceptable what would be an acceptable typetype of of 
claim claim –– in this case, in a situation like in this case, in a situation like 
JoeJoe’’ss
–– So what core Christian beliefs or values So what core Christian beliefs or values 

might one draw upon related to the might one draw upon related to the 
completing claims Jane is evaluating in completing claims Jane is evaluating in 
this situation?this situation?
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•• One that comes readily to mind One that comes readily to mind 
(embraced by most Christians (embraced by most Christians 
through the centuries) . . .through the centuries) . . .
–– . . . is that all persons are made in the . . . is that all persons are made in the 

image of God, and as a result, all image of God, and as a result, all 
human life is sacred human life is sacred ("Catholic social ("Catholic social 
teaching", n.d.), teaching", n.d.), andand all persons all persons 
beings are of infinite worth (Keithbeings are of infinite worth (Keith--
Lucas, 1985)Lucas, 1985)
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•• So if Jane was to use this core Christian So if Jane was to use this core Christian 
belief/value as a belief/value as a filterfilter for deciding for deciding 
which which typestypes of claims she would of claims she would 
consider, she would likely: consider, she would likely: 
–– a) view favorably claims that affirm the view a) view favorably claims that affirm the view 

that all persons are equal in terms of that all persons are equal in terms of 
ultimate worth and valueultimate worth and value

–– bb) rule out claims that assign differing levels ) rule out claims that assign differing levels 
of worth or value to persons based on of worth or value to persons based on 
criteria such as the perceived quality of their criteria such as the perceived quality of their 
lives, their perceived ability to contribute to lives, their perceived ability to contribute to 
society, or their overall life circumstancessociety, or their overall life circumstances
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•• In this case, given the two specific In this case, given the two specific 
claims she is weighing, Jane would claims she is weighing, Jane would 
more likely . . .more likely . . .
–– a. rule out the claim that the worth of a. rule out the claim that the worth of 

persons varies depending on various persons varies depending on various 
considerations related to the considerations related to the qualityquality of of 
a persona person’’s lifes life

–– b. remain open to the claim that all b. remain open to the claim that all 
people, including people with mental people, including people with mental 
illness, are fundamentally equal and illness, are fundamentally equal and 
share the right to respect and dignityshare the right to respect and dignity
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•• Please note!!!Please note!!!
–– This is This is notnot the same as saying that the same as saying that 

this first claim is a uniquely this first claim is a uniquely ChristianChristian
claim . . .claim . . .
•• It would be more precise to say that this It would be more precise to say that this 

claim is claim is congruentcongruent or or comports wellcomports well with with 
core Christian beliefs/values, whereas the core Christian beliefs/values, whereas the 
second claim is/does notsecond claim is/does not

•• Put another way Put another way –– this would not this would not 
(necessarily) mean that this is a (necessarily) mean that this is a 
distinctivelydistinctively Christian position, but at it is Christian position, but at it is 
one that appears to be one that appears to be faithfulfaithful to core to core 
Christian beliefs and valuesChristian beliefs and values 57
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•• So what might be the implications for So what might be the implications for 
JaneJane’’s practice?s practice?
–– Jane would likely feel compelled to argue Jane would likely feel compelled to argue 

before the hospitalbefore the hospital’’s kidney transplant s kidney transplant 
committee that Joecommittee that Joe’’s teams team’’s petition for a s petition for a 
priority place on the kidney transplant priority place on the kidney transplant 
waiting list waiting list should not should not be discounted or be discounted or 
negatively affected by Joenegatively affected by Joe’’s mental illness s mental illness 

•• To do so would be tantamount to saying that To do so would be tantamount to saying that 
JoeJoe’’s life is of less value and worth than s life is of less value and worth than 
persons who are not mentally ill . . .persons who are not mentally ill . . .

•• What would you do in JaneWhat would you do in Jane’’s place?s place?
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•• Bottom line . . .Bottom line . . .
–– Christians in social work should not Christians in social work should not 

be apologetic about allowing the be apologetic about allowing the 
content of their core Christian beliefs content of their core Christian beliefs 
function as a filter when weighing function as a filter when weighing 
claims and theoriesclaims and theories
•• Like all persons Like all persons -- regardless of their regardless of their 

worldviews worldviews –– Christians in social work ought Christians in social work ought 
to seek integrity, authenticity, wholeness to seek integrity, authenticity, wholeness 
and continuity between their overall body of and continuity between their overall body of 
beliefs on the one hand, and their beliefs on the one hand, and their 
commitments and actions on the othercommitments and actions on the other
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Healthy CautionsHealthy Cautions

That being said . . .That being said . . .
–– There are several points need to be There are several points need to be 

mentioned to instill some healthy mentioned to instill some healthy 
caution about what core Christian caution about what core Christian 
beliefs and values and values can beliefs and values and values can 
(should) (should) —— and cannot (should not) and cannot (should not) ——
do with regard to their use in this do with regard to their use in this 
filtering capacity . . .filtering capacity . . .
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Healthy Caution #1:Healthy Caution #1:

•• With regard to most important With regard to most important 
issues in social work, there is issues in social work, there is 
usually more than one claim usually more than one claim 
that comports satisfactorily that comports satisfactorily 
with core Christian beliefs and with core Christian beliefs and 
values . . .values . . .
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–– Core Christian beliefs and values do Core Christian beliefs and values do 
not usually spell out exactly which not usually spell out exactly which 
specific claims Christians in social specific claims Christians in social 
work should embracework should embrace

•• Instead, the main contribution of these Instead, the main contribution of these 
core beliefs and values is that they act core beliefs and values is that they act 
as filters, leading Christian social as filters, leading Christian social 
workers to reject or support certain workers to reject or support certain 
typestypes of claims or theoriesof claims or theories
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•• Once a certain Once a certain typetype of claim has been of claim has been 
shown to comport well with core shown to comport well with core 
Christian beliefs and values, there is Christian beliefs and values, there is 
still work to be done!still work to be done!
–– Christians in social work in most cases will Christians in social work in most cases will 

still have to weigh or evaluate still have to weigh or evaluate particularparticular
claims with claims with ““the same capacities of the same capacities of 
imaginationimagination”” (Wolterstorff, 1984, p. 74) as (Wolterstorff, 1984, p. 74) as 
any other social worker . . .any other social worker . . .

•• . . . by making use of critical thinking, rigorous . . . by making use of critical thinking, rigorous 
research (such as that embodied in evidenceresearch (such as that embodied in evidence--based based 
practice), and sober reflection on the world around practice), and sober reflection on the world around 
them.them.
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•• For this reason, different Christians For this reason, different Christians 
in social work in social work -- even when they even when they 
share the same core Christian beliefs share the same core Christian beliefs 
and values and values -- will not all necessarily will not all necessarily 
embrace the same embrace the same particularparticular claims.claims.
–– LetLet’’s look at a couple of examples . . . s look at a couple of examples . . . 
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•• Example A: Example A: 
–– Take two particular claims . . . Take two particular claims . . . 

1.1. All persons (when they are born) are All persons (when they are born) are 
fundamentally equal in terms of worth and fundamentally equal in terms of worth and 
value, and maintain their worth and value value, and maintain their worth and value 
regardless of how they live their livesregardless of how they live their lives

2.2. All persons (when they are born) are All persons (when they are born) are 
fundamentally equal in terms of worth and fundamentally equal in terms of worth and 
value, but some, by indiscriminately taking value, but some, by indiscriminately taking 
the lives of others, forfeit at least some the lives of others, forfeit at least some 
measure of the inherent worth and value measure of the inherent worth and value 
with which they were originally bornwith which they were originally born
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•• Arguably, both of these claims are Arguably, both of these claims are 
congruent with the core Christian congruent with the core Christian 
belief that all persons are made in belief that all persons are made in 
the image of God, and as a result, all the image of God, and as a result, all 
human life is sacred and all persons human life is sacred and all persons 
are of infinite worth and valueare of infinite worth and value
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•• So it appears at least possible that So it appears at least possible that 
Christians in social work who hold Christians in social work who hold 
the same core Christian beliefs and the same core Christian beliefs and 
values might embrace significantly values might embrace significantly 
different different particularparticular claims consistent claims consistent 
with these core beliefs and valueswith these core beliefs and values
–– No doubt other particular claims No doubt other particular claims 

congruent with the core Christian congruent with the core Christian 
belief that all persons are of infinite belief that all persons are of infinite 
worth and value can be found as wellworth and value can be found as well
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•• Alternatively, it is also possible that Alternatively, it is also possible that 
social workers who do not hold core social workers who do not hold core 
Christian beliefs and values might Christian beliefs and values might 
embrace the same particular claims as embrace the same particular claims as 
many Christians in social work . . .many Christians in social work . . .
–– . . . even if they embrace these claims for . . . even if they embrace these claims for 

different reasons (that is, based on different reasons (that is, based on 
different core beliefs and values) . . .different core beliefs and values) . . .

•• How many social workers that are not Christians How many social workers that are not Christians 
believe that all people (including people with believe that all people (including people with 
mental illness) are fundamentally equal and mental illness) are fundamentally equal and 
share the right to respect and dignity? share the right to respect and dignity? 
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•• In fact, its also possible that some Christians in In fact, its also possible that some Christians in 
social work will agree with their nonsocial work will agree with their non--Christian Christian 
colleagues on particular claims . . . colleagues on particular claims . . . 
–– For example, that all persons are born equal in terms For example, that all persons are born equal in terms 

of ultimate worth and value, and maintain their worth of ultimate worth and value, and maintain their worth 
and value regardless of how they live their lives . . .and value regardless of how they live their lives . . .

•• While disagreeing with the particular claims While disagreeing with the particular claims 
held by their Christian colleagues . . .held by their Christian colleagues . . .
–– For example, that all persons are born equal in terms For example, that all persons are born equal in terms 

of ultimate worth and value, but some, by of ultimate worth and value, but some, by 
indiscriminately taking the lives of others, forfeit at indiscriminately taking the lives of others, forfeit at 
least some measure of the inherent worth and value least some measure of the inherent worth and value 
with which they were originally bornwith which they were originally born
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•• Example B.Example B.
–– Take two particular claims . . . Take two particular claims . . . 

1.1. Persons with mental illness, because they Persons with mental illness, because they 
are fundamentally equal in worth and value are fundamentally equal in worth and value 
should have equal access to placement on should have equal access to placement on 
kidney transplant waiting listskidney transplant waiting lists

2.2. Persons with mental illness, although they Persons with mental illness, although they 
are fundamentally equal in worth and value are fundamentally equal in worth and value 
should have not equal access to placement should have not equal access to placement 
on kidney transplant waiting lists because of on kidney transplant waiting lists because of 
their decreased ability to provide the level of their decreased ability to provide the level of 
medical selfmedical self--care necessary to maximize the care necessary to maximize the 
chances of a successful kidney transplantschances of a successful kidney transplants
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•• Arguably Arguably both of these particular both of these particular 
claims are congruent with the core claims are congruent with the core 
Christian belief that all persons are Christian belief that all persons are 
made in the image of God, and as a made in the image of God, and as a 
result, all human life is sacred and all result, all human life is sacred and all 
persons are of infinite worth and valuepersons are of infinite worth and value
–– Yet the latter claim contends that empirically Yet the latter claim contends that empirically 

demonstrable differences in the ability of persons demonstrable differences in the ability of persons 
with mental illness to maintain a high level of with mental illness to maintain a high level of 
medical selfmedical self--care are extremely relevant care are extremely relevant –– indeed indeed 
determinative determinative -- when making the determination when making the determination 
about appropriate access to kidney transplant about appropriate access to kidney transplant 
waiting listswaiting lists
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Healthy Caution #2  Healthy Caution #2  

•• Not all of the core beliefs and values Not all of the core beliefs and values 
held by Christians in social work will held by Christians in social work will 
be derived solely or even primarily be derived solely or even primarily 
from their Christian faith . . .from their Christian faith . . .
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•• For no person is just a Christian For no person is just a Christian -- she she 
also comes from a particular culture, also comes from a particular culture, 
belongs to a particular ethnic group, is belongs to a particular ethnic group, is 
a member of a particular socioa member of a particular socio--
economic class, and likely affiliates economic class, and likely affiliates 
with a particular political party, etc. with a particular political party, etc. 

•• Identifying with and belonging to Identifying with and belonging to 
different groups typically involves different groups typically involves 
embracing different sets of core beliefs embracing different sets of core beliefs 
and values, which play a role when and values, which play a role when 
evaluating competing claimsevaluating competing claims
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•• For example, persons core beliefs and For example, persons core beliefs and 
values about who is ultimately values about who is ultimately 
responsible for supporting the poor in responsible for supporting the poor in 
our society our society –– government, individual government, individual 
citizens, private institutions, or the citizens, private institutions, or the 
poor/family of the poor themselves . . . poor/family of the poor themselves . . . 

–– . . . are often far more influenced by . . . are often far more influenced by 
personspersons’’ political affiliation than onepolitical affiliation than one’’s s 
Christian beliefs and valuesChristian beliefs and values
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

•• II’’ve talked quite a bit about the role ve talked quite a bit about the role 
of Christian beliefs and values in this of Christian beliefs and values in this 
model of integrationmodel of integration
–– But just what might count as some of But just what might count as some of 

these core Christian beliefs and values?these core Christian beliefs and values?
•• This last part of the workshop will present This last part of the workshop will present 

several additional examples of core several additional examples of core 
Christian beliefs and values that might be Christian beliefs and values that might be 
useful as filters in the weighing of useful as filters in the weighing of 
relevant social work claims or theoriesrelevant social work claims or theories
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

•• Alan KeithAlan Keith--Lucas is one of the Lucas is one of the 
earliest (and most prolific) earliest (and most prolific) 
Christians in social work to Christians in social work to 
write about the integration of write about the integration of 
faith and social work practicefaith and social work practice
–– A small sample of KeithA small sample of Keith--LucasLucas’’

examples of filtering beliefs examples of filtering beliefs 
includes . . .includes . . .
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

1.1. Human beings are of infinite worth, Human beings are of infinite worth, 
irrespective of gender, race, age or irrespective of gender, race, age or 
behavior. At the same time, humans behavior. At the same time, humans 
are created beings, one of whose are created beings, one of whose 
problems is that they act as if they problems is that they act as if they 
were not and try to be autonomouswere not and try to be autonomous

2.2. Human beings have been endowed Human beings have been endowed 
with the faculty of choice and are with the faculty of choice and are 
responsible for the consequences of responsible for the consequences of 
their choices their choices 
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Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

3. Human beings are fallible, but at the 3. Human beings are fallible, but at the 
same time, sometimes capable, with same time, sometimes capable, with 
appropriate help, of transcending appropriate help, of transcending 
themselves and showing great courage themselves and showing great courage 
or unselfishnessor unselfishness

4. Love is the ultimate victor over evil, 4. Love is the ultimate victor over evil, 
including force. Love, understanding including force. Love, understanding 
and compassion are the source of welland compassion are the source of well--
being and acceptable behavior, rather being and acceptable behavior, rather 
than the reward for themthan the reward for them
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

•• Graham BowpittGraham Bowpitt’’s examples from his s examples from his 
Social Work and ChristianitySocial Work and Christianity
(Bowpitt, 1989) and (Bowpitt, 1989) and ““Working with Working with 
Creative Creatures: Towards a Creative Creatures: Towards a 
Christian Paradigm for Social Work Christian Paradigm for Social Work 
TheoryTheory”” . . .. . .
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

1.1. People are the climax of God's People are the climax of God's 
creativity and therefore the result of creativity and therefore the result of 
a purposeful act of will, not mere a purposeful act of will, not mere 
outcomes of an impersonal outcomes of an impersonal 
evolutionary process with all its evolutionary process with all its 
deterministic implicationsdeterministic implications
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

2.  A facet to the Christian view of 2.  A facet to the Christian view of 
human nature that social workers human nature that social workers 
have traditionally found particularly have traditionally found particularly 
hard to stomach is the sinfulness of hard to stomach is the sinfulness of 
humankind, particularly the humankind, particularly the 
understanding that sin affects every understanding that sin affects every 
aspect of our humanity at every aspect of our humanity at every 
level (individual, family, community, level (individual, family, community, 
and society)and society)
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

3. Because people are made in God3. Because people are made in God’’s s 
image, they possess many of the image, they possess many of the 
attributes of the Creator attributes of the Creator --
intellectual, moral and aesthetic. Of intellectual, moral and aesthetic. Of 
greatest importance to social work, greatest importance to social work, 
being made in Godbeing made in God’’s image means s image means 
people have capacity for selfpeople have capacity for self--
determination and moral determination and moral 
responsibility. They can make moral responsibility. They can make moral 
choices, and are held accountable choices, and are held accountable 
for them.for them.
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

4. All persons are potentially 4. All persons are potentially 
redeemable by a reredeemable by a re--creative act on creative act on 
the part of the Creator. All persons the part of the Creator. All persons 
can be restored by the power of can be restored by the power of 
God's grace by a process in which God's grace by a process in which 
we are active participants, and we are active participants, and 
which transforms every aspect of our which transforms every aspect of our 
beings.beings.
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

•• Catholic social teaching Catholic social teaching 
represents a body of social and represents a body of social and 
moral principles articulated in a moral principles articulated in a 
variety of documents and variety of documents and 
writings from the Roman writings from the Roman 
Catholic ChurchCatholic Church
–– Some core Christian beliefs from Some core Christian beliefs from 

Catholic social teaching Catholic social teaching ("Catholic ("Catholic 
social teaching", n.d.) social teaching", n.d.) include:include:
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

1.1. Every person has a fundamental Every person has a fundamental 
right to life and a right to those right to life and a right to those 
things required for human decency things required for human decency 
including food, shelter and clothing, including food, shelter and clothing, 
employment, health care, and employment, health care, and 
education . . .education . . .

–– . . . human dignity can be protected only . . . human dignity can be protected only 
if human rights are protected and if human rights are protected and 
responsibilities are met with respect to responsibilities are met with respect to 
one another, to our families, and to the one another, to our families, and to the 
larger societylarger society
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

2. The goods of the earth are gifts 2. The goods of the earth are gifts 
from God, and are intended for the from God, and are intended for the 
benefit of everyone . . .benefit of everyone . . .
–– . . . we have a responsibility to care . . . we have a responsibility to care 

for these goods as stewards and for these goods as stewards and 
trustees; how we treat the trustees; how we treat the 
environment is a measure of our environment is a measure of our 
stewardship, a sign of our respect for stewardship, a sign of our respect for 
the Creatorthe Creator
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

3. 3. The deprivation and powerlessness The deprivation and powerlessness 
of the poor in a society wounds the of the poor in a society wounds the 
whole community, which can only be whole community, which can only be 
healthy if its members give special healthy if its members give special 
attention to those who are poor and attention to those who are poor and 
on the margins of societyon the margins of society
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Example Core Christian Example Core Christian 
Beliefs and ValuesBeliefs and Values

4. Persons are social beings who 4. Persons are social beings who 
realize their dignity and rights in realize their dignity and rights in 
relationship with others in relationship with others in 
community . . .community . . .
–– . . . the obligation to "love our . . . the obligation to "love our 

neighbor" includes both an individual neighbor" includes both an individual 
dimension, but also a responsibility to dimension, but also a responsibility to 
contribute to the good of the whole contribute to the good of the whole 
societysociety
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

•• Based onBased on some of these examples of some of these examples of 
core Christian beliefs and values core Christian beliefs and values 
gleaned from Keithgleaned from Keith--Lucas, Bowpitt, Lucas, Bowpitt, 
and Catholic social teaching, what and Catholic social teaching, what 
would be some of the would be some of the typestypes of claims of claims 
that these core Christian beliefs and that these core Christian beliefs and 
values might tend to filter out?values might tend to filter out?
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

1.1. Claims or theories that view people Claims or theories that view people 
as as completelycompletely determined by determined by 
physical, psychological, social or physical, psychological, social or 
economic forces outside their economic forces outside their 
control control 

–– These do not comport well with the These do not comport well with the 
basic Christian belief that persons are basic Christian belief that persons are 
creative, morally responsible agents creative, morally responsible agents 
accountable to God and each other at accountable to God and each other at 
the individual as well as societal/ the individual as well as societal/ 
structural levels.structural levels.
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

•• For example, B.F. SkinnerFor example, B.F. Skinner’’s s 
behaviorism has a great deal to behaviorism has a great deal to 
teach us about shaping and teach us about shaping and 
changing human behavior . . .changing human behavior . . .

–– But to the degree that it claims all But to the degree that it claims all 
behavior can be exhaustively behavior can be exhaustively 
explained by environmental and explained by environmental and 
genetic factors alone, it remains genetic factors alone, it remains 
incompatible with some of these incompatible with some of these 
core Christian beliefs and valuescore Christian beliefs and values
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

2. When providing support for people 2. When providing support for people 
in need, there is enormous value in in need, there is enormous value in 
focusing on the strengths, assets, focusing on the strengths, assets, 
and potential of individuals, and potential of individuals, 
groups, and communities . . . groups, and communities . . . 
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

•• Yet at the same time . . .Yet at the same time . . .
–– Claims or theories that presuppose Claims or theories that presuppose 

unrealistically high expectations unrealistically high expectations 
regarding the human ability to prevail regarding the human ability to prevail 
over persistent individual and social over persistent individual and social 
struggles struggles -- without acknowledging the without acknowledging the 
deep and pervasive influence of the deep and pervasive influence of the 
human condition . . .human condition . . .

•• Do not comport well with the Christian Do not comport well with the Christian 
understanding of human finitude as well as understanding of human finitude as well as 
the effects of personsthe effects of persons’’ profound estrangement profound estrangement 
from and disrupted relationships with each from and disrupted relationships with each 
other and with their Creatorother and with their Creator
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

•• For example, RogersFor example, Rogers’’ humanism humanism 
has a great deal to teach us about has a great deal to teach us about 
the value of treating others with the value of treating others with 
unconditional positive regard unconditional positive regard 
when building relationships with when building relationships with 
and engendering the trust of our and engendering the trust of our 
clients . . . clients . . . 
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

•• But But to the degree it claims that to the degree it claims that ““if if 
individuals . . . are accepted for what individuals . . . are accepted for what 
they are, they will turn out they are, they will turn out ‘‘goodgood’’ and and 
live in ways that enhance both live in ways that enhance both 
themselves and societythemselves and society”” (Rowe, (Rowe, 
1996, p. 75) . . .1996, p. 75) . . .
–– It remains in tension with some of these It remains in tension with some of these 

core Christian beliefs and valuescore Christian beliefs and values
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

3. Claims that presuppose a clear3. Claims that presuppose a clear--cut cut 
distinction between distinction between 
worthy/deserving persons and worthy/deserving persons and 
unworthy/undeservingunworthy/undeserving

–– These claims do not comport well with These claims do not comport well with 
the Christian belief that because all the Christian belief that because all 
persons are made in Godpersons are made in God’’s image, all s image, all 
persons have inherent dignity and worth persons have inherent dignity and worth 
and are therefore deserving of social and are therefore deserving of social 
workersworkers’’ respect, support and servicesrespect, support and services
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Types of Theories in Conflict Types of Theories in Conflict 
with Christian Beliefs/Values with Christian Beliefs/Values 

4. Claims or theories that are based on 4. Claims or theories that are based on 
the position that some people in the position that some people in 
society are beyond all hope for help society are beyond all hope for help 
or a better life or a better life -- for example: for example: ““once once 
a user, always a usera user, always a user””

–– These claims do not comport well with These claims do not comport well with 
the Christian belief that Godthe Christian belief that God’’s love s love 
makes possible the healing and makes possible the healing and 
transformation of even the most transformation of even the most 
destitute, desperate and destructive in destitute, desperate and destructive in 
our communitiesour communities
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Meaning of Christian Social Meaning of Christian Social 
WorkWork

Coming Back Full CircleComing Back Full Circle
•• So what does it mean to integrate So what does it mean to integrate 

Christian faith and social work Christian faith and social work 
practice practice –– that is, Christian social that is, Christian social 
work mean? work mean? 

•• At least one answer to this At least one answer to this 
question . . .question . . .

–– . . . Christian social work means . . . Christian social work means 
thoughtfully engaged in tapping the thoughtfully engaged in tapping the 
resources of oneresources of one’’s core Christian beliefs s core Christian beliefs 
and values to help sort out the types of and values to help sort out the types of 
claims and theories one can faithfully claims and theories one can faithfully 
embrace as a professional social workerembrace as a professional social worker
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